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Whitehouse J M A Witte... His story of the romantic love between a corrupt officer and a spirited mother of an
orphanage, is one of the most successful films in Tollywood. The Telugu dubbed versions of the film have also
been very successful. The song 'Hara hara' was one of the most successful songs of the year. The soundtrack,
also, has spawned a number of hits and continues to do so even today. Post the release of Mirchi, he came out
with his debut Tamil film Thaalaman and considered a huge success, as it clocked nearly eighty-one runs at the
Chennai box office. His second release in Tamil was Thi Kalam En Thaalam, which also did incredibly well at the

box office. He followed it up with two more box-office hits, namely Kaththi and Ethir Neechal. The first of his
Malayalam releases was Viswasam, which was directed by Tamil filmmaker, Linguswamy. He also directed the
Telugu version, Manavudu Danavudu (a remake of Anuragakata), and the Tamil remake, Selvaraghavan. It has
won the Nandi Award for Best Film – Silver twice, which is the maximum number of awards any Telugu film has
ever won at the Nandi Awards. As of 2012, the film has run for over 100 weeks in theaters. The film has been

dubbed into Hindi, Tamil, Bengali, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, and Indonesian. Shreya Ghoshal was awarded
the best playback singer in the World. The song 'Hello Hello' of the Tamil version, has been dubbed into Hindi

and made into a Bollywood number.
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The mid-paced romantic songs
(Madura Sangama) including

Srisudhara from Mr Bhai, Hasina
Bangai from Butta Kasali and

Palapatpatapally from Krishna,
Guna from the movie Sambhram
and many more are immensely
liked by the audiences. The 'I'm
yours' song has a tremendous
impact and is a major favourite
among the viewers. There are

more songs where he is a part of
arrangements as the singer and

the songwriter of the song. Kiruthi
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has teamed up with the fabulous
music directors A. R. Rahman and

P. C. Sreeram for various films.
Suresh Babu Kiruthi has a rich
vein of music for him. He has

done a number of hip-hop songs
and his songs from the movie

Godavari Naagu are probably the
most loved tunes. Ghatotsavam

was a lot of fun with good dancers
and interesting characters. The
one part of Ghatotsavam I really

liked was its brilliant comedy.
Other than that, there were too
many songs and I had to stop

watching the film. There are two
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things I disliked about
Ghatotsavam; they were the
costumes and the dialogue. I

heard that the film was influenced
by the Telugu films like

Magnavatapuram and Puli. The
songs were also good in their own
ways. The director of Mirchi is our
very close friend, Mallika Sen from
Gune Gowda Entertainment. I had
met her at an event hosted by her

company in Chennai where she
had introduced me to the curator

of the Filmfare Awards in India
Amar Choudhury. She was very
charming and hard working. We
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met again a few days later at
Mirchi and she told me to join
Gune Gowda. I had already

informed the Music Chief of the
film D. Imman that I wanted to
compose for Mirchi and he was

very excited to work with me. He
loved the music of Vidyarthi to
such an extent that I had him

over at my place to listen.
5ec8ef588b
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